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FOREWORD 

In 1969 the New York State Identi fi cat; o,n and Inte'll; gence System and 

the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice jointly sponsored 

a pilot study to examine a prob1f5lrn of considerable national concern - the 

infiltration of organ; zed crime into legitimate busi n~lS$. 

Thi s cocument ; s the resu1 t ()f that p'; 1 ot study. It offev's ~~ survey 

of the legitimate business a~tivit;es of selected members of ot"gan;zed 

criminal groups in New York State and a general framework for analyzing 

their penetration of l,:!gitimate b~lsinp.ss. It also presents many 1nteresting -

and potentially testab'le - hyp(;:!ths!ses concerning orglanized crimi'Ml 

infiltration of legitimate business and its threat. 

Thirteen law enforcement agencies in New York State cooperBted in 

prov; di ng data for the study bl\;t, as the report poi n'ts out, the da'ta do not 

represent a camp 1 ete ly comprehensive survey of what is known to 1 a~[ enforcement 

agencies in New York State. Because agency intelligence is coll~cted primarily 

for the purposes of criminal prosecution rather than aggregate pV'.oblem analysis, 

some of the kinds of data that would have been useful in a study of this type 

were not available. 

The Institute hopes, by offering to the public and the law enforcement 

community a document that is at once an extremely preliminary study and the 

most systematic and advanced work on the problem, to encourage both law 



· . 

enforcement off; ci al s and the research cornml.mi ty to take .further steps toward 

achieving an understanding of organized crime, developing countermeasures, 

and gathering the data necessary to do so. 

Irving Slott 
Acting Director 
National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice 

November 1970 
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In1;ro:duction _t_~ __ 
The present study has been cOlnducted in conjunction with 

a pilot effort by the New Yor!;: Sta1~1~ Identification and In

telligence System to unde!:rtakE) a systematic collection of 

organized crime intell1genc:e, and tiO 18xplore potentialities 

for the analysis and disSfm.inc:tion of those materials. The 

program mvol ved the coopElrat1.or: or thirteen New York State law 

enforcement agencies. A t,args't population of 200 individuals, 

identified as principals and a:5s'ociates or" major crime "families" 

operating in the state, was selElcted for study. ' The cr:iIninal 

~l:'ecords and other infonnat:lon bearing on the activities and 

4wsociations of these individuals were 'taken from the files (,):f' 

the cooperating agencies and assembled into master files. While 

"the bulk of the infonnation pertained to the criminal behavi!>r· 

(e::r these individuals:. eSl~~;\'cially their connections with illicit 

(S:'!'l.terprilses such as gambling, loansharking, narcotics" counter

i~;l1tingll and systematic theft, there was much eVidence, as well; 

of part,icipations by these individuals in the sphere of legitllnate 

busine;ss enterprise. 

In 1969, NYSIIS secured a grant under the Law Enforcement 

Assi!stunce Administration's Acorn program to support a preliminary 

study focusing on these business associations and seeking, more . 
broadly, to theorize about criminal penetration of the private 

economy. The Objective, generally, was to strive for per~pectivas 

. Which might be useful in describing and assessing the character 

i 
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aU'ld magnitudes of 't;he'~~e "penetrations," with special atten~ion to 

their growth prOSp0:lct;s and hence to the:lr ultimate econanic and 

social :impacts. TtleS€~ :Lselues define th€~ scope of the present 

report, which takelb~ ~~ltCently published dise~ussions of these Iriatters 

13.15 its point of depart;ure. In pursuing tb;~se questions we were 

mindful, t~s well, of 't:he need for such ~t'lS:lghts as might con-' 

t~:,ibute to effecti"re boll/action and anaJ,ys~,.s of relevant intelligence~ 

a;~ld to thE:' developrnH;n1;:; and :1mplementaticfn elf strategies to counter 

the destrt.wtive c.omseq:uences of criminal parY;icipation in business 

Emterpris~h The findl: ngs of the report i~1iI'e considered frool these 

st:andpojntls in the J~in;al section. 

11 
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While there is strong concensus that the ":1nfiltrations" or 

"lpenetrations ll of legit:1mate business by. organized cr.1me principals 

a::1d associates are socially destruct.i ve " there we at least 

s'everal distinct emphases in eval~J.ting the phenomenon in relation 

tID its general path of developnent and SO to its ultimate :1Jnpacts. 

TheSe varying interpretations derive partly from differences in 

a;ppraisal of the motives for penetration and thEt j~unctions it 

.performs. 

One View, stressing" fir.'st the quest for ~t,saj.~e haven for 

p:rofits f'rCffi illicit enterprise and, second, a d!9:sire for legit:1macy, 
-. 

s:l.lggests moderate l.1mits to the damag1flg conseqUEmc\E~S. It recalls , , 

ei9.rlier "robber barons" whose fOI'tunes, built by <lli~\l:t'eputable 

s.:'ld often cr.1minal methods, have been purified by tj:lme and by the 

w,Ul1.ngness of "second generationll and later hel11'~~. ~:C) conform with 

bt~siness and social conventj,on. This view has t.le\3\n ~)ut j~orward by 

Ferc1in8nd Lundbex'g,l who ad.vances the more general propo$:ition 

that the threat of organized crime within the private sec\~or is 

of relatively minor proportions. The thesis is somewhat diluted" 
, . 

however, by Lundberg's inclination to m1n1mize the distinction 

between ill:1.clt and legitimate bases of econcm1c or" politic,al power 

and, also, by his preoccupation with the ver'Y;/wealthy and {Iheir 
~ , 

defenses against major incursioills by the Underworld. 

A second view, reflecting a more profound respect for the 

power of' organized orime and the' techniques at its disposal, in-
, 

terprets the present holc:t..l1gs .and act~v1'ties of' crime "families" 



in legitimate enterprise as the early phase of a process leadjng 

to criminal permeation of large sectors of private industry in a 

canprehensive "takeover." This was the main thrust of the . 
conclusions presented by the Kefauver committee two decades ago, 

and of the McClellan and later government investigations. The 

same message ~s. conveyed by a number of, . recent writings, 
2 3, 4 

especially those of Cressey" Reid, am. Salerno who see the 

Mafia's accomplishments in Sicily as a valid model of the pen-

etration phenomenon. 

A third thf;s~i;~,\ would shift the emphasis) acknowled,ging 

dangers to the :;;ph,!'lre of legitjrnate enterprise, but stre~l3ing, 

penetration as l~rlC,!lla,~r and, in the main, subordinate to the 

purely cr:1m.inal '~nf;\~rp,,:,j.ses in which crfme "families" are., 

rooted and f'.t'an l.iht.';ih '\.ihey draw their strength. The holdings and 

controls estabH~h~~t{1. il1 legitimate business can be seen as a f:.lec()hd 

base of po'wer wtl;)S~:'· pr:1rnary impacts may lie in reinf'orcement ~ art:! 

possibly in the (-l,.x:r.~tnsion, of criminal enterprise ltself. 

There is evidence supporting each of these overall inter-

, pretations, though not any of them so persuasively as to establish 

it; as preeminent. Many distinct processes appear to be at work. 

What is emphasized is the diverse character of the activities which 

have been included under the omnibus concepts of "infiltration" 

and "penetration. tf We need, at the outset, to dis.tlnguish among 

these various activities, so that they can be considered separately 

in terms of: (1) methods or techniques which support them, (2) 

tpe individuals or groups affected adversely by them, (3) the I 

J 
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jndu~trial locus of the penetrat;lons, (4) the econardc ma.gni tuden 

involved) (5) the functions perfi10rmed by the penetirations.t (6) 

the vulnerability or susceptibilj1.ty of private industry to these 

incursions and" alternatively, the structural or built-in re

sistances which may impose barriel~s or set linlits to them, and 

(7) the outlook for expansion of theae activities. Discussion 

in the following sections is directed to these'; poj',nts. 

L 
I'! 
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~es of Eenetration 

In this recent book, Theft of the· ~Nation~ Dor'lald .C:res~e~ .pro-

posed the following typology of.criminal activities Within private 

enterprise: 

1. Businesses legitimately purchased "with the 
fruits of cr:!me" am. operated: 

a. legit:!mately 

b. illegitimately 

2. Businesses illegitimately acquired and operated: 

a. lef!:it1mately 

b. illegit:!mately 

An elaboration of this scheme, pitched more directly to the 

questions raised in the preceding section, would facilitate the 

analysis, and so we propose the following classifications, based 

primarily on the methods and functions of the business partici

pations by organized cr:!me principals and associates: (1) legal 

holdings, legally operated, (2) predatory.or parasitic exploi

tation" (3) monopoly, (4) unfair advantage, and (5) business 

activity supportive of illicit enterprise and reciprocally 

supported by it. In this section we shall simply descriJJe the 

sorts of activity falling under these headings, deferring dis

cussion of them in terms of the questions posed above, to the 

succeeding sections. 
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I. Legal holdings 2 legall:{ operated 

Under this' heading we propose to include not only funct:toning 

economic enterprises operated with conventional propriety a~ 

apparently for normal rates of return on inv~stment', but 'also' 

other holdings, not in the first 1nstahce socially destructive 

but which constitute bases of power and influence for organized 
I '. 

crime in the economy and the society at ~e. 

A. Liquid assets 

1- Cash hoards 

. 2. Domestic bank deposits 

3. Stocks and other securities 

4. Foreign bank deposits, 

5. . other foreign assets 

B. other holdings 

1. Real esta1?e 

2. Businesses engaged in production or sale of 
goods and services (const~ction.t manufacturing; 

. wholesale and retail trade, etc.) 

II. ?Fedato!7l or parasitic exEloitation 

These activities do not require ownership interests in 

bUSiness finns but only sane means of tapping the resources., 

revenues or profits of the target businesses. Accordingly, , 
, . 

olassification of theseactivit~es is by the teohnique employed 

to extract crindJlal gain. 
" 

A. Coercion and: extortion 

1. Victimization by sweetheart contract 
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2. Extortion by threat of labor d:i,fficulties. 

3. Exploitation in conneqtion with loansharking 

4. Forced purchases of supplies or services 

B. Bankruptcy fraud 

III. Monopoly 

Strictly speaking, monopoly is control of an entire industry 

by a single firm; its essence is the exploitation of this position 

for surplus profit by charging prices above the competitive 

level. Monopoly profits may be secured" however, by other means, 

among which the following shoUld be noted: 

A. Limitation of entry 

1. Destruction of campetltors 

2. Threats to potential new entrants 

B. Illegal price fixing 

1. Voluntary collusion 

2. Forced collusion 

IV. ,Unfair advantage 

Sometimes related to monopoly techniques but oriented mainly 

to a redistribution of profits within an industry ratJ:1er than to 

the enhancement of industry profits through price control are a 

number of activities which produce gain for favored firms at the 

expense of competitors. But w~ include here" as well, illegal 

devices to produce gain at the expense of customers •. 

A. Discrimination in wage and other standards 

l 
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by control and manipulation of labor o,rganizations 

B. Advantages from peaceful labor relations where 

competitors are damaged by disruptions and un-
. 

certainties induced by control of labor organizations 

C. Kickbacks from ccmpetitors through forced member

ship in trade associations or other payoffs 

D. Guaranteed 'market shares 

1. By int:llnidation of competitors to refrain fran 

dealing with particular customers 

2. By intimidation of customers to refrain fran 

seeking alternative suppliers 

E. Unfair advantage in securing government contract 

through corruption of publIc officials 

. F. Unfair advan~age by departure fran conventional 

standards 

1. Adulteration of goods 

2. Failure to observe ~ standards (sanitation, 

safety, etc.) prescribed by law. 

V. Businesses supporting illicit enterprise and receivjd15 reCiprocal 
support 

Under th~s head~~ are included businesses Whose principal 

operations are for.ma.lly licit, but which give active support to 

illicit enterprises and which may receive special benefits in 

retur~:... 

A. Businesses providing bases or outlets f"or illicit 
services: 

1. gambl:lng 
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2. loansharking 

3. narcotics 

4. prostitution 

B. Businesses supportive to organized crime principals 
or associates: 

1. by providing min.:!Jna.l "legit:imate" income, 

thro~ normal profits 

2. by providing "legitimate" incomes through 

wages and salaries for strong ann and other 

retainers whose contributions to the business 

are fictional 

c. Business facilitating and benefiting from systematic 
theft) e. g. : 

1. transport and storage facilities for hijacking, 

and robbery or pilferage 

2. businesses providiqg outlets for sales of 

stolen goods. 
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A general framework for the C¥2.alys,is of penetration 

0Ul' central concern 1s with the ~revalence of pene~rat~.ons 

of the soJ?t just outlined and o~ the prospects for their growth. 

We view.the extent of penetration as governed., in general, by 

three major variables: (1) the structural vulnerability of 

legittmate enterprise t~ infilt~dtion or control by techniques 

traditional to organized crime, where the vulnerability of a given 

industry maybe related to the size or scale of individual finns, 

the types of product, the nature of the customers or suppliers, 

the nature ofproduc~ion processes, the degree of competition and 

other industrial or market characteristics affecting the feas

ibility of penetration, (2) the effort made by organized crime to 

penetrate legitimate enterprise, where t~t effort depends on the 

motj.vation to penetrate, and on the capacity of crime asSOCiates 

to develop techniques to" exploit firms and industries already 

entered., or to enter those hitherto free of cr~1nfluence, and 
. 

(3) the ~ffort made by goverrment to counter and roll back the 

presence or effec~iveness of penetrations, where this effort de

pends on law enforcement techniques and on the resoU!'ces allocated 

by society to implement them. The following discussiop. is conducted 

wlthin this general framework, and attention is focused on these 

variables, in the order listed. 
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Penetration patterns and 2rospects 

I. Legal holdinc;s} lC[5ally operated 

The ownership interests held by organized crime associates 

derive from three principal sources: (1) profits from gambling 

and other illicit enterprises, (2) acquisitions made in payment 

of gambling debts an~ through foreclosure on usurious loans, 

and (3) earnings from existing holdings. The magnitudes of these 

flows have been subject to widely ranging estimates, none of 

which has been put forward with great certainty. For some time 

there has been strong concensus that the fint source listed is 

the principal one. But according to Charles Grutzner of The 

New York Times, a long-time reporter,of the activities of 

organized crime, "A few officials privately hazard the guess 

that the profits from underworld investments in legitimate 

business already exceed those from gambling and loansharking.,,5 

Estimates of net profits from gambling, thought to account 

for the lion's share of organized crime's gain from illicit 

enterprise, have been derived indirectly from estimates of 

annual gross betting volume. The President's 'l'ask Force Report 

on Organized Crime reported estimates, of gross revenues ranging 

from $7 to $50 billions per year. Taking $20 billions as a 

conservative estimate of these revenues, and setting profits at 

same one-third of the gross, the Task Force put the annual net 

profits from gambling at $6 to $7 billions. Profits in excess , , 

of $1 billion more were assigned to loansharking" narcotics, 

and other illicit services. 6 Grutzner's estimates, fram other 
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gover.nm~nt sources, is from $7 to $10 billions in net profits 

annually. 7 

Consider what thes~ estimates 'imply. The register of 

those identified as full members of organized crime "families~' 

includes approximately 5" 000 individuals. And it is believed 

that approximately 50,000 others' are engaged withjthem in 

illegal pursuits. If we asstmle trat the incomes of these 

auxiliari\es average as high as $50,,000 annually" the remainder 

accru:1.ng to the 5,,000 principals would be in excess of $5 

billions, or $1,,000,,000 per "family" associate per year. These 

figures should be compared with the U.S. Bureau of Internal 

Revenue's statistics reporting net taxable incomes of individuals 

not connected with organized crime .. In 1960, there were only 

306 individua.ls with taxable incomes of over $1 million, and 

another 735 w.tth incomes between $500,000 and $1,000,000. In 

1961, the corresponding figures were 398 and 985. 8 This would 

suggest that, currently, those reporting legitimate incomes of 

$1 million or more per year would number under 1,,000 and those 

with inca:nes of between $500,000 and $1 m:nlion~ in the neighbor

hood of 2,,000 to 3,,000. If the estimates of criminal net profits 

offered above can be accepted, some two-thirds of the national 

elite, in terms of annual income, consists of associates of 

organized crime. 

Can this be true? It is possible that the net incomes 

ultift"IB.tely available to cr.1m.inal associates are reduced sub";,, 

stantially by the amounts paild regularly for protection fran 

----------------------' 
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the law. An est:lmate of $2 billions, annually, has been made of 

funds directed to corruption of public officials. But such a de

duction merely moderates the general conclusions concerning the 

affluence of criminal associates implied by the estimates offered 

above. 

~ile many organized crime principafs live well, it appears 

to be standard among the leaders to maintain modest residences 

and equally unostentatious life styles. If we maintain the 

assumption that "family" associates earn fran $500,000 to $1 million 

annually, it must be the case that the great bulk of these incomes 

are put aside. Assuming that the volume of illicit services has 

been fairl~i' stable over the past decade, we should expect the 

holdings of organized cr:lme to run to the order of $30 billions 

from these accumulations. 

But $30 billions are not easy to conceal. Certainly, the 

fortunes of those at the pinnacle of legitimate wealth and income 

have not been easy to conceal. lundberg has placed the wealth of 

the. "Du Pont Dynasty" numbering hundreds of Wi viduals at over 

$7 billions, and he is able to account for the major part of it 

in specific industrial hod canrnercial holdings. The same detailed 

cataloging is possible for other wealthy families. If invested 

domestically by organized crime, $30 billions could not be main

tained covertly. And, if it were secreted in various stocks and . . 
other securities, the dividends and other returns would have 

amounted to perhaps another $5 to $10 billions over the past 

decade, ~ returns from these sources would be equally difficult 

to conceal. 
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A fr-equently cited estimate of certain ~rganized crfme 

hol~s in New Yo~k City real estate runs to same $200 to $300 
, 

millions. Even ten of such hold~s would account for only a 

third of the 10-year normal returns on $30 billions. So then" . ' 

most of the returns on this investment, and the principal itself, 

remain to be identified. 

It is clear that a consideraole portion of criminal profits 

are held in cash hoards' and in foreign bank .accounts. But it is 
, 

evident as well that maj or sumo arc invest~ in domestic businesses • . . 
Recent disclosures of holdings by leading organized crime associates 

in a maJo~ midwestern city revealed a control or large financial 
• 

interests by these individuals in 89 business f'inns with total 

assets of more than $800 millions. On tne face of these figures" 

the finnS appear to be substantially larger in scale than the 

bulk of those identified in the present study, and also those 

ident~fi~ as "infiltratedlf or "penetrated" in past governmental 

revelations. Since a number of savings and loans companies were 

included among the 89 cited" to use assets" instead of net worth, 

as a measure of size may distort the overall picture. A more 

modest -indication of the average size of criminal holdings in 

legitimate business enterprise is given by the report published 

last year by the Internal Revenue Service. Some 98 of 113 maj 01" 

organized crime figures were fou.'1d to be involved in 159 in

dividual businesses. OVer two-thirds ,of these hold:1.!Igs w~re in 

casinos, night clubs" hoteis" motels, real estate, mao}'i.ine 

:vendf!1g, restaurant s, trucking" manufacturi:ng" sports" enter

tainment and food wholesaling. 
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As a rough guide to rrv:\gl1itudes" $30 billions invested in . 

, domestic bUsiness firms might be distributed ov(~ 15,000 companies 

With an average net worth of $2 million •. If we asstnne for example, 

that ownership is confined solely to the 5,000 "family" members, 

the holdings would come to three per crime associate. This is in 
• 

rough correspondence with our findings for the NYSIIS pilot study 

group. As an upper limit, however, we should mention the con

jecture of Cha:l:>les Grutzner that "organized crime today owns or 

r3S decision-making influence in 50,000 commercial or industrial 

canpanies. ,,9 The two est::tmates are perhaps not at gr'ea'ti variance 

with each other. It seems likely that the average net worth of 

companies owned by organized crime associates is considerably less 

than $2 million. And "decision-making :!11fluence" covers a host 

of involvements which may entail no o~~ership interest. 

The total value of industrial and business assets for 'the 

national economy is approximately $3 trillions. IO If organized 

crime associates control as much as $30 billions, their share is 

one per cent. Such a share is far fran a "take over" but it is 

impressive nevertheless. And it would be a cause for grave con

cern on 'several counts even if the share were half this ~ize, as 

may well be the case, given the voltnne of funds thought to be 

simply hoarded 01" held abroad" and even if all holdings were in 

companies currently operated without resort to illegal methods. 

First" since these holdings derive mainly from profits taken 

from illicit enterprise, they ~cpresent a final consummation of 

'criminal enterprise, and so operate as a basic rationale or 
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practic,lal justification for those activities. If the possibilities 

of reaU,z1ng such gains were removed" in other words" a powerful 

motive for illicit enterprise would be removed. , 

Second, while cash and other liquid assets may be passively 

held for safety and for safe normal returns, and while controlled 

businesses may be operated wlth full propriety for s.1rnilar reasons, 

the character of the owners and their connections with criminal 

enterprise" and their personal functions wi~hin "family" and related 

structures st,rongly suggest that departures from fully legit1ma.te 

operation may well occur if profit possibilities attach to'such 

departures. 

Finally, these holdings stand as a reservoir of economic power. >, . " 

which entrenches the position of o:rlganiz~ crime associates and so 

strengthens their position not only with respect to the operation 

of illicit enterprise" the chief source of funds for penetrations 

of le,git1mate enterprise, but also with respel;}t to opportunities 

for exp~sion : 'in other modes of penetration. 

Predatory and parasitic e~loitation 

Predations are drains on the resources of other ownership 

interests by means which establish a control over the deqision 
'.' 

process governing any of the prinCipal operating functions of the 

business finn: ~.) the purchases of inputs (labo~, materials, 
'. 

equ1pnent) the pI'oduction process, including the storage an:l trans-

port of goods, or marketing of' final goods and services. Each 

s)Jph function is ~ possible port of entry for "infiltrationlf or 

I 

1 

I 
I 

·1 
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alternatively, a tap through which the resources of the finn may 

be drained. 

The traditional method of predation ,is coercion by the threat 

of personal injury or property damage. The "protection" racket, 

historically worked on proprietor's of restaurants, barber shopa, 

and other tinY establishments is the essential model. But the . 

once-primit;Lve techr'1ique has evolved considerablY:l as is illustrated 

by the case of the Nylo-Thane Plastics Corp. at Fanningdale, New 
, 

York, developed at length by the state Investigation Comnission. 

Word that Maurice Minuto, the firm's president, was in search of 

funds to expand his operations reached the racketeex s • A phone 

call to Minuto, professing an interest in supplying funds, led to 

a meeting with Julius Klein who was accompanied by a number of 

strong arm men •. A gun and knives were bared and Minuto was told 

that he would be killed unless he turned over $25, 000. Minuto was 

held ,captive until, the next daY,and released when the check he 

, . wrote for this amount was cashed. r..1inuto' s next move was to 

approach John Masiello, a major loanshark, with whan he testified 

he had had previous dealings. He wanted to borrow $25, 000 to 

re:imburse . his 'canpany. He sought also to secure protection 

against a repetition of the extortion. rlfasiello arranged a loan 
. , 

of $50,000 for Minuto from the Royal National Bank. Half the 

amount was 'burned over to Masiello, apparently in payment for 

his services. This transaction was followed by further loans 

fran the bank, and by additional payments to Masiello. In all, 

Minuto borrowed .ovcr a half million dolk'1.rs of which nearly 
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$300,000 went to Masiello and his associates" Interes'c, insurance, 

and other charges came to $179) 000. Eventually" $1. 3 mill~ton of 

Minuto's Nylo-Thane stock was held either by the bank as c(:)llateral 

or had been turned over to Ma::d ella. 

The vulnerability of tJusinc::m firms to predations of 1~h1s 

sort is greatest where the enterprise is r'elatively small, so 

that the decision~making authority is centered in one or a few 

individuals. But small scale of operation is associated with 

other factors lending effectiveness to strong ar.m methcrls: (1) 

limited resources to withstand damage or inteITllption, (2) few 

o~ relatively weak commercial or political allies, and (3) 

relatively low visibili.ty to the public at large. 

The reasonable inference is tpat the effectiveness of pre-' 

datory techniques-victimization by sweetheart contract" coeJ:~cion 

by the threat of labor difficulties, forced purchases of supplies 

or services, exploitation through loansharking,--tends to be 

confined to the sphere defined by very small a.rxl moderately sl11all 

scale enterprise. The celebrated failure of ~he attempt to 

force detergent sales on the A & P can be interpreted as an in

stance in which the upper' limit came into view. 
'. . 

In this case, . standard operating procedures called for re-

ferral of the proferred detergent to the testing labora,tory, wne:t;:e 

it was found that the product did not meet the company's specifi

cations. Rejection of the product led to banblngs and ntU:!'der, 

but the decision process governing the purchase of manufactured 

products for resale could not be controlled by these means. In 
o 
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the same way, other strategic decision processes in large companies 

are insulated fran the techniques which organized crime can apply 

effectively to small firms. 

Still, if A & P represents the scale of enterprise that is 

effectively resistent to such predations, there is little enough , 

solace in this fact. For while firms of such scale account for 

a large part of total bl1s~ess activity, major sectc:r.sof the private 

economy are daminateCi by small firms. Approximately 55 per cent 
\ 

of all industrial and business activity is conducted by firms 

which meet the eligibility reqUirements of the U. S. Small Business 

Administration. In manufacturiilg, the . line is established by 

employment of less than 250. In wholesale trade th~ line is 

drawn at annual sales of $5,000,000. In retail trade and services 

whose aggregate employment exceeds that in manufacturing the line 

1s drawn at annual sales of $1,000,000. Approximately 95 per cent 

of all business firms in the count:r.y are sufficiently small to 

meet these tests. 

So then, the field for preclatory behavior is large. PredationS 

of sort described above gav~ entry into legitimate business for . 

~ now hig!1-ranking figures in crime families. Many of these 

have moved on to mo!'e sophisticated participation in legitimate 

business enterprise. But there is little reason to suppose that 

these explOitations will ctlminish. For there are always those in 

the lower levels' of established cr~ninal hierarchies for wham such 

penetrations represent appealing opportUnities for gam. 
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, 
MOnopolysain 

The ultimate target of monopoly is the consuming public whioh . 
is made to pay the monopoly price and so to finance surplus profits. 

There are two routes to effective monopoly: (a) fewness of sel1er$ 

of a Qtstinct product or service where the sellers, recognizing 

their mutual interest in avoiding price competition, establish a 

price well above competitive levels, and (b) where there are many 

sellers, effective agreement to follow a price leader, or other-

wise to adhere to pricing decisions aimed at maximizing the industry's 

gain. Since it is typically in the interest of a single competitor 

to undercut an artificially high price in order to expand his share 

of th~ market, effective monopoly typically requires the, establish

ment of a powerfUl discipline to prevent such actions, and also to 

prevent the potential entry of n~w firms drawn by the prospect of 

exceptional gain. 

~As Schelling has P9inted out, the illicit enterprises of 

organized cr:ime are typically conducted as monopolies, through 

means that are unava+.lable to legitimate businesses .11' Discipline 

over the participants is the keynote of' the criminal "family" 

~tructure. By means of it, the markets for illici~ services can 

be divided into regional sectors within each of which a 'single 

group may establish gominance, and bar potential entrants. At 

the same t:t"Tle, cr1m1na1 organization establishes protection fran 

government interference, an essential ingredient of stable monopoly, 

whetller in licit or illicit enterprise. 

The critical question is the extent to which the,same tech

niques or others potentially available to organized crime can be 
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transferred to effective monopoly exploitation of consumers of 

legal goods and services. 

The route to monopoly by fewnes~ of sellers is generally 

closed to organized crime in the case of products with large 

national markets, partly because the scale of operations is 

typically so large as to be' beyond the f~cial resources of 

these individuals and partly also because enforcement of anti-

trust regulation is especially effective in these cases. The 

potential field for monopoly gain is, rather, in local markets for 

products or services, requiring only relatively small investment, 

and a degree of managerial and technical competence which is with

in the capabilities of organized crime pr~cipals and aSsociates. 

The few known instances in which samethtog approaching monopoly 

has been achieved--olive oil distribution, linen supply, vending 

machirles--correspond closely to these specifications. 

~n monopoly has been successfully effected, it is generally . 
quite visible. Consumers know they are paying premium prices and 

potential canpetitors are only too aware that they have been de-

barred from operating in the market. So it is highly unlikely 

that ~rganized crime has been able to achieve substantial monopoly 

in a host of fields that have not as yet cane to ". ". public 

attention. The more reasonable suppositioo is that monopoly 

achievements have been modest in number and moderate in impact. 

This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that the techniques 

to achieve monopoly by imposing discipline upon industries in which 

there are many sellers are also highly visible, and becau::;;e the 
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techniques available to. o.rganized crime to. this end are limited 

in their effectiveness. While same successes in achieving cen

ditien~ appreaching menepely can be cited, there are failures, as , 

well, and these give sane insight into. the limitatiens attending 

efferts at menepoly exploitatien. 

The New Yerk state Investigation Commissien.has recently ex

posed efforts by erganized crime to. secure monepely gains in 

'kosher meats" bagels, and butcher teels servicing. It is' signi-. 
. ficant that arte):' extensive search fer instances of cr:!minal 

penetratien of ~egitimate business, the Carnmissien's findings 

were limited to industries of such small size. Even in these 

cases, the yields were small and the ceercive measures taken to 

secure them were highly visible. In nen~ ef these cases were 

menepoly and the attendant monopely price levels and surplus pro

fits achieved. Of the th...""ee, butcher teols serviCing was the . . 
, 

mest ~turally susceptible to monepelization since the industry 

was a.1ready well organized under a reasenably cohesive trade 

association. What emerged was net monopoly, but extortIon in 

which the original group paid approximately $175,QQO for the exit 

of the intruders. The sum is signif1cant;. It can be seen as 

equivalent to an investment in the industry. The ::tnf'erence is 

that the returns i'ral1 maintaining a hold on the industry were 

modest • 

. We have singled out monopoly as a distinct fo:rm'Of penetration 
. . ' 

because the spectre ef "takeever" is typically accanpanied by over

tones suggesting this type of systematic exploitation. OUr 

" 

---~--!\.~---------~ 
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conclusion, however, is that the character of the U. S. economy is 

such as to :impose strong resistance to this method, and toot the 

resources and capabilities of organized <trime have not" to date 

at least, been of such a character as to achieve substantial gains 

1::hrough this route. 

U£fair advantage 

While the ultimate target ,of monopoly is the consuming public, 

the immediate losers in 1ns~ances in which the goal of monopoly 

is s~ught are the competing enterprises which are placed at a dis-
\ 

advant.age or are shouldered aside. If penetrat ions fall short of 

monopoly, they may be profitable nevertheless, through special 

advantages available to controlled fir.ms from techniques traditional 

to organized crime. What ~s achieved, in general J is a larger 

share of the penetrated markets than would normally accrue to the 

firms run by individuals associated with organized crime and, at 

the same time, a foothold that may be especially useful for other 

purposes. In this section, however, we want to confine the dis-

cussion to the potential for proflts that are associated with 

legal goods and services only", and the extent to which these 

profits may be enhanced by unfair methods available to criminal 

proprietors. 

The methods in question have been cited earlier. Unfair ad

vantage may derive fran (1) strong arm methods, (2) control of 

unions and (3) corruptioh of government officials. Tt:le relevant 

question, again., 1s: what industries are especially ,vulnerable 

and which are naturally resistant to these special advantages? 
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What is the natural 'locus of profitable penetrations of this 

type? 

Out initial proposition is that firms controlled by organized 

crime must be able to operate on roughly equal terms with their 

competitors) as a starter" in order to be in a position to realize 

extra profits fran the illegal methods they anploy. But to erri ve 

at this position of competitive equality requires,in many in

dustries large investments, skilled top executives who can devote 

full time to their businesses, experienced managements capable 

of supervising complex technology in production, marketing, and 

other business functions and) often, well-established relation

Ships with large and sophisticated industrial buyers. 

It is apparent that organized crime'associates havre not met 

these requisites in many maj or sectors of the economy. But the 

special advantages arising frcm the techniques mentioned above 

cannot came into play until successful entIW and operation have 

been effected. Our inference is not that industries displaying 

the characteristics listed above are structurally impervious to 

criminal exploita'cion, but only that until criminal associates 

c,an pay the entry fee in terms of investment and expertise, they 

are effectively debarred fran the application of their own 

traditional sources of special advantage. 

Industries in which substantial holdings by organized crime 

associates have been noted tend on the whole to be those in which 
. 

rims are small" products or services are of a relatively s1mple . 
cparacter, arid production and marketing processes are correspondingly 

1) 

J 
I 
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simple. 'l"he pattern, in general, is one defined by situations in 

which the dema.nds on top management are relatively modest an:!., 

. by the same token, permit close observation a.rrl control of the 
, 

full operations of the enterprise. While these features may 

obtain because they correspond to the capa~ities of the proprietors, 

they may be required as well by the methods through \\'hich unfair 

advantages are obtained. We should expect the industrial locus 

of profitable penetrations to be defined in large measure by the 

potential ef.fectiveness of the methods themselves. 

The first of these is coel"'cion by strong ann tactics. As in 

the case of predatory behavior, effectiveness is likely to be 

grea~est where canpeting firms are small, and where potential 

customers are of small or moderate size. Reported instances of 

intimidation of competitors arrl buyers conform generally to these 

specifications: as in the case of bagels and kosher meats, butcher 

tools, mentioned earlier. Others include: linen supplj.es, 

machine vending, bakeries, small furniture manufacturers, refuse 

disposal, trucking, meat jobbing, arii poultry. 

A suostantial base for unfaj~ advantage derives fram in

fluence within established labor organizations. Unions are worth 

controlling when they are strong relative to the employer. That 

stI"'~th derives ultilnately fran the power of the strike. A 

powerful strike weapon is at the disposal of perhaps 15 to 20 per 

cent of employees within the private economy. 

Unionism and collective bargaining, inclusive of the right 

to strike, are governmentally sponsored. But in fact only about . 
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a quarter of all private employees who are eligible for th~se 
. , ~ . 

rights avail themselves of them. For the vast majori~y of these 

employees arE) unable to mount strikE)s of sufficient power to 

achieve wages and working conditions which are substaritially 

superior to what may be obtained in the open labor market without 

resort to collective bargaining. The Achilles heel of the strike 

is the employer's ability to secure replacements cheaply, or his 

ability to maintain production with supervisory employees and 

others who cap be called upon to fill in tempora1:'ily. The majority 

of employers are effectively insulated fram the strike. 

Among the industries in which employees have found it worth 

their while to unionize, there exists a considerable variation in 

the power of the strike. In same of these industries the strike 

is merely ,of nuisance value and the yields of collective bargaining 

are rna.rginal. In such cases unionism itself is marginal, with 

many employees declining to join or otherwise to support the 

organizat~ons or their policies. 

The construction industry has historically been subject to 

powerful strikes by its employees. This power has derived fran 

the difficulty of replacing the skilled craftsmen who comprise 

the maj ority of the industry's employees. Unskilled laborers 

have J however, been able to share this power because the craft 

organizations have typically observed their picket lines., 

Employers in the industry are also especially vulnerable to the 

strike because they tend to be small a..'1d are engaged in a highly 

c~etl~ive industry. The unions have been able to secure 
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substantial premium wages fran the industry.> and these costs are 

passed forward to the ultimate buyers. Meanwhile, profits in the 

industr~ are relatively low in canp~ison with returns in other 

industries and lines of trade. 

A legitimately run union normally concerns itself with its 

industry as a whole, since it is through the induStl~ that wage 

gains can be secured (ult:!Jna.tely fran the final buyers). But 

racketeer control of unionism seeks special gains from individual 

firms in the industry,. Kickbacks and other benefits may be 

extorted flun these smaller targets by the threat of labor 

difficulties which would bning losses rather than profits from 

a given construction project and which, over a long~r span of time, 

might place the firm at a crucially destructive competitive dis

advantage. The other side of the cOin, favored treatment" involves 

opportunities for illicit gain, as well" especially where the 

racketeers have f~~cial interests in the favored firms. 

The_~ituation described above is duplicated in many par

ticulars in the trucking j.ndustry, for the Teamsters Union can 

mount extremely effective strikes, and individual employers are 

typically small, and vulnerable. Selective strikes can be de

vastating in the garment industry, as well, and freedcm fran 

labor difficulties'may be the margin between profitability and 

survival. 

These are the industries in which associates of organized 

cr:1me have the most substantial holdings, and it is obVious that 

~he~ connections with labor organizations play a major part in 
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supporting these businesses. The critical question, however, is 
I. 

whether these holdings represent but the leading ~dge of penetrations, 

with expansion to other industries a likely prospect. The preceding 

comments have indicated that there may be substantial limitations 

to the unfair advantages which may be garnercci from control of 

unions. The possibil:t.ty cannot be foreclosed that the observed 

participations have already in good part realized the potentialities 

. for gain from this source. 

The third major sow;:ce of unfair advantage is that deriving 

from the corruption of public officials. A potentially lucrative 

source of gam. ii1. this connection is favored treatment in securing 

government contracts. Government at all levels--federal~ state 

and local-is the lal'gest purchaser in the nation, with expenditures 

on goods and services from private suppliers currently running 

at the rate of some $200 billions annually. 

Associat~s of organized crime stand at a disadvantage in 

canpet;1rlg with legitimate business interests for maj or govern

ment contracts. Public exposure of a connection between these 

Wi viduals and a finn doing business with the goverrment can lead 

to immediate concellation of contracts and an effective bar to 

future contracts, eyen where the work done is being carried out 

with full propriety • Apart from this, organized cr:1me has no 

monopoly on the "wheeling and dealing" attending the solicitation 

of' govemnental favors. They stand, in fact" only at the" portals 

of this sphere. But influence in government is a curoulative 

phenomenon" and it is obvious from rece~trevelations, in New 

\ 
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Jersey, that political influence, sought initially for protection 

of the op.}ration -of gaznbling and other illicit activities, can be 
\ 

utilized effectively, though control of licensure, ~., to 

generate unfair advantar;e within legitimate industry. 

But the greateot econanic potentialities for gain from govern

ment influence attach to the possibilities of tapping the massive 
I 

public expenditures.. Assuming success by organized cr:1me in 

achieving substential effectiveness within government, the po-. 
tential gains,are bounded by the capabilit,ies of controlled 

companies in tenns of the contracts to be let. To date, it would 

appear that these capabilities have been of modest pr~portions. 

The most frequently reported contracts are those involving w~te 

disposal for local government. But a n~er of SUbstantial con

tracts exist in construction, typically also in local govenlnent. 

Proliferation of organized crime holdings in this and other 

industries in which a substantial foothold has already been 

established create expanding opportunIties to exploit governmental 

corruption. 

!3Usinesses supportive to criminal enterpris~!, 

We have dealt" so far, mainly with participations in formally 

legitimate businesses where the destructive influence 'of organized 

cr:1me derives from illegal methods of securing incane and extra 
, 

profit. We are concerned now with ownership or control of firms 

whose principal operations are formally licit, but which give 

active su~port to criminal enterprise and which may be reCiprocally 

supported by it. 
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An essential contribution in this regard is that of establishing 

the· minimal legi t.ima.cy required of criminal pel'sonnel to operate 
. 

, freely wi thin the society by estahlishing a basic income that can 
\ ' 

stand inspection. A number of holdings, spread 'throughout industry 

and trade, accomplish this purpose perhaps Without any other sub

stantial impacts or significance. 

But a source of special gain is developed by other holdings) 

especially those in bars~ restaurants, clubs, and other enter-
, 

tadnnent and recreation facilities which, while generating income 

in their. o~n right, also provide a base of operations for the 

. 

sale of illicit services: gambling, loansharking and prostitution. 

A third type of ~olding includes such enterprises as·> garages" 

truc~~, .and warehousing which f.ac11ita~e hijacking and other 

systematiC theft as well as control over freight· terminals and 

the opportunities for la!ge-scale pilferage whil~h they offer. 

Related to these are f:l.nns, perhaps to some extent represented 
, -

in the categories already discussed, which are engaged in the 

systematic disposal' of stolen goods. Any of these firms may pro

vide ostensible employment and hence "legitimate" mcane for the. 

fUnctionaries who perform'the more menial services of, crfminal 

enterprise. 

It would seem that ,the potential growth of these activities 

depends) like the first type mentioned above, on possibilities 

for expanding the market for j,11icit services themselves. But 

while gambling, thef't and other illegal enterpr1.ses represent 

, "big business" in terms of volume, their tecl:mcJlogy 1s relatively 

c· 
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simple." and expansion occurs by mainly the proliferation or out

lets of relative.ly· small size. ~s" re~ta~ts" and ,enter

tainment centers are highly cOmpetitive ~ so are prone to 

limited rates of retlU'Il and the risk of failure. But those t'>.hich 

give support to illicit services benefit in turn from ass~~4 

clienteles, and fran side benefits in the form of low-cost liquor, 

food and other supplies that may be regularly available fran 

hij acking operations, and from the freedom from labor problems 
I . 

which the tie to criminal interests so often assures. 

Sunmary 

Of the five types of penetration distinguished, two depend 

directly on the extent and pl~of'itability of illicit enterprise, 
I 

and so it would appear that their prospects for further growth 

hinge primarily on the likelihood of'the further extension of these 

illicit enterprises. The three other types of penetration are not 

directly related to criminal enterprise itself, but depend rather 

on criminal methods-coercion, controlled unions, corruption of 

public offiCials, etc.-which are the stock in trade of organized . . 
crime. The expansion of these penetrations depends on the 

effectiveness of these techniques, or others that may be ~eveloped-

a matter to be dealt with in a later section-in relation to the 

structural vulnerabilities of business firms in particular 

industries or lines of trade. The keynotes of all types of 

penetra:'cion have been (1) small scale and (2) relative simplicity 

of operation, with the effectiveness of successful penetrations 
. . 

apparently l:1m1ted where these features do not obtain. Still, it 
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would appear that potentialities for expanded participations with-
. . 

in legitimate business enterprise are considerable,,' even wlthout . 

majur innovations in criminal techniqu~. For, if existing instagces 

of control and exploitation define a demonstrated vulnerability 

of industry and business J then where organized crime princj.pals 

or associates have secured control over fir~ in a given industry 

in a particular locality--e.~., machine vending, linen supply, 

auto or truck leaEling, etc., the presumption is that other fims 

in the same industry or locality are vulnerable to similar control. 

And to the extent that control over firms in a particular industry 

or line of trade is established in one locality, the presumption 

is that similar controls may be established in other localities, 

perhaps most localities. So then within the field defined by . . 
exist:tng penetration, the potentialities for further growth are 

large. 
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Business Holdings of the NYSIIS Pilot Study Group 

This section deals with the pattern of participation in 

legitimate business enterprise displayed by the 200 individuals 

in the NYSIIS Pilot Study Group. The pooled information fran the 

13 cOQperating agencies l:inked these individuals to approximately 

1100 business fims, most of which were located jJ1 New York State. 

The available materials included fully documented invest i-

gations by the State Investigation Commission, as well a.s infor-

rnation made public by other governmental agencies. In a large 

number of cases the ownership interests of organized crime 

associates were openly acknowledged by these individuals. In 

many others, the identification of ownership interest reported by 

the cooperating law enforcement agencies was attributed to unnamed 

infonnants, or other unspecified sources. In a few cases, the 

status of the organized crime associate was reported as that of 

employee of the company cited, and there was no further evidence 

to indicate that this individual or any other in the pilot study 

group owned or controlled the company. Where employment appears 

to have been maintained for a substantial period of time, the 

canpany was included. On the other hand, campanies in which a 

single case of extortion has been exposed were eliminated, and 
I 

so also were those destroyed by bankruptcy fraud. The: final 

results are sunmarized in Table 1. 

There is no certainty that all of the businesses listed are 

still in existence, though the strong presumption is that nearly 

all of them are. The materials collected by NYSIIS covered 
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Table 1 

rarticipation in Business Firms bX 
200 Individuals in NYSIIS Pilot Study GrouE 

Industry Group Number of Firms 

Construction -----------------------------~-----~--- 31 

Manufacturing --------------------------------------- 60 

Food -------------------------------- 15 
Apparel ----------------------------~ 35 
Textiles ---------------------------- 2 
Furniture --------------~------------ 1 
Printing and publi~h1ng ------------- 2 
Fabricated metal products --~-------- 4 
Miscellareous manufacturing --------- 1 

Transportation, Communications, Electric, Gas and 
Sanitary Utilitj.es ------------------------------ 45 

Trucking and warehousing ------------ 38 
Local transit ----------------------- 1 
Water transportation --------------- 2 
Waste disposal --------~------------- 4 . . 

Wholesale trade ------------------------------------~ 42 

Retail trade ---------------------------------------- 115 

Food -------------------------------- 11 
Automotive, gasoline service 

stations, garages ----------------- 11 
Apparel ----------------------------- 4 
Harne fUrnishings -------------------- 1 
Eating and drinYdng planes ---------- 74 
Miscellaneous retail '--~------------- 14 

Finance, Insurance and Real Estate ------------------ 15 

Services ----------------------------------~--------- 81 

Hotels, motels, etc. ---------------- 11 
Personal services ------------------- 13 
Miscellaneous business services ----Q 29 
Auto repair services, etc. ----- 3 
Amusements and recreation ----------- 15 
Miscellaneous services -------------- 10 

Industry group not identified ---------------------~ 18 
.-

TOl'AL ----------- lJ07 
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events reaching back into the decade of the 1950's and earlier. 

But, our tabulations were confined to cases in which the alleged 

ownership interests were identified during ,the past decade) most 

during the last five years. Unfortunately the quality of avail

able data made it impossible to refine the information; the 

limited and resources of the pref,ent study ruled out th", 
'-

possibility of field jnvestigatiom.l to check doubtful cases. 

Notwithstanding these deficj.oncies J Table 1 probably re-

presents a conservative estimate of the holdings of the 200 

organized crjme associates in the legitimate enterprise field. 

For the business holdings of organized crime associates have 

not been made the subj ect of direct investigation in more than 

a few instances. Information collected about the 200 subjects 

had as its primary focus, the purely criminal activities of 

these individuals-that is, their involvement in gambling, 

narcotics.9 loansharking, robberty, hij acking, extortion and so 

on; systematic searches for connections with business firms 

in legitimate pursuits have not normally been carried out. 

Consequently, a number of instances in which business associations 

are reasonably open probably escaped notice in the files of the 

agencies participating in the pilot proj ect • Further, while many 

of the cooperating agencies received information from other agencies 

not directly involved in the pilot project', the materials fell short 

of those potentially available. Undoubtedly) many more 

ownership interests would have been revealed had there been full 

access to all files. Finally) it is likely that there are many 
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holdings which organized crime associates have been able to con-
. . 

ceal from all law enforcement authorities. 

So then, we assume the enwnerated.f1r.ms to account for con-

siderably fewer than the total in which the 200 subjects held 

control or a substantial ownership interest, especially where 

these holdings were in real estate or in enterprises outside of 

the New York region. It should be noted ~hat for nearly a fifth 

of the subjects, no single association with legitimate business 

enterprise was recorded. While it is possible that many of these 
, 

individuals have no such association, it seems more likely in 

view of the typical need of such individuals for at least one 

IIlegit1ma.tell source of incane" that the absence of association 

was in good part merely the result ~f a deficiency in the infor

mation pooled within the pilot project. 

Then to what extent have the businesses. contained in the tab-

ulations understated the actual number of holdines by the 200 

subjects'? In view of the preceding canment~ a..rq taking into con-
. . 

sideration the patterns of ownership disclosed in cases where there 

has been intensive investigations of particular individuals, our 

general impression is that the number disclosed by the pilot 

study resources have fallen short by perhaps one-third of the 

actual holdings. 

T.he disitribution of holdings shown in Table 1 discloses 

partiCipations by the pilot study group in a large number of 

industries and lines of .trade, though it may be seen that the 

maJor concentrations fall within relatively few of them. A 
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closer'inspection of the data r.'eveals further specialization with

in these categorles. Detailed financial statistics were, generally 

unavailable, but it is apparent from the materials at hand that ~ on 

the whole, the fims represented in the table display the charactE7r

istics of small size ru1d of simple ll1dustrial and commercial 

opera.tions, mentioned earlier. 

In construction, large firms undertaking major projects on a 

regular basis are virtually unrepresented. For the most part) the 

firms noted here were specialized to a single function. And these 

were well distributed. Among the specialities represented were 

tile' and marble work, masonry, lathing, concrete, plastering, 

hOisting, demolition, grading and filling, drainage, and hane 

improvement • . 
In manufacturing, holdings were concentrated in the gannent, 

and allied industries, with the greatest number appearing in dresses 

and other women's wear, and a few in textile finishing. Two firms 

produce specialty items (buttons, zippers) for use by other 

gannent manufacturers. Food manufacturing is confined to small 

producers operating within narrowly defined geographical markets. 

In this category, there were bakeries, beverage bottlers, and 

small meat packing and dairy concerns. Wholly a.bsent were large 

canpanies, those producing for the national market, and those whose 

products involved even moderately complex technologies. 

In transportation and the utility field, the pr1mary re-

presentation was in lor.al, trucking, also on a small scale, with 

a substantial number of the firms servicing the garment industry. 
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Othe~ £ir.ms were specialized to waterfront and air freight haulage. 

The waste disposal firms contracted with both industrial users 

and goverrnnent. In the wa.ter transportation field, the companies 

provided majntenance services. The local transit entry was a 

taxicab company. 

The largest single concentratlon in wholeGalc trade was in 

machine vending. Other partlc:'.pations were in fruit and other 

produce, meat supply, tobacco, candy, janitorial supplies" electrical 

appliances, and construction materials. In retail trade, by far 

the greatest number of holdings appeared in restaurants, baros, 

grills, lounges, and other eatIng and drinking place:~. The other 

retail outlets W~) for the most part, single establishments en

gaged in such lines as automobile ~ales (both new and used cars) 

fuel oil supply, meat and grocery stores" dairy products, 

delicatessens, liquor stores, candy stores, dress shops, sports

wear shops, florists, dry cleaning establishments, music supplles~ 

novelties, gasoline service stations, and garages. 

Real ~state companies predominated in the next category" but 

it is difficult to guage the size or character of the operations 

of these finns. No major finance or insurance firms were re

presented in the sample, but there was active partiCipation in at 

least one bank and two broker'age finns. One of the firms was an 

insurer of union funds. A sprinkling of credit and finance 

canpanies round out the list. 

Finally" among the service industries, there were participations 

in auto and truck leasing firmS, travel agencies, music companies, 
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labor consulting, catering, funeral slervices, country clubs., pest 

extenninating, interior decorating, linen supplies, car washes, 

parking lotc, ccmnercial laundries, and bowling alleys. 

That listings published elsewhere of'firms controlled by 

orgm1ized crime associates correspond in general to theGe patterns 

s~ests that Table 1 lnay reasonably well define the present scope 

of criminal participation in business enterprise. But what has 

been missing from other surveys and is missing also, unfortunately, 

from the present one is detailed infonnation about the operations 
. 

of these finns, such as might permit same clearer impression of 

how the holdings are distributed among the various types of pen

etration distinguished earlier and of the purposes ~hey serve 

for the NYSIIS pilot study group. 
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The effort to penetrate 

It cannot be assumed that organized criniG has unUmi ted or 

unqualified deT2nds for increased participation in the sphere of 

legitimate business. The effort to penetrate is conditioned by 

the purposes served by these participations and by the costs or 

risks or other difficulties associated with them. The motives for 

penetratlon have been reviewed earlier. They include, principally, 

(1) rniltlmal needs for legitimate mcome to secure organized crirne 

associates from prosecution for incane tax evasion :in connection 

with normal living expenditures, (2) a generalized demand for 

incomes above this level, generated especially by the flow of 

profits from illicit enterprise, and (3) a desire for holdings 

whi.ch may support or enhance the profits from gambling and other 

illicit enterprise. We need to consider the possibility that 

various internal limits may exist in connection with each 9f 

these motives. 

Such a limit is implied directly by the nature of the first 

motive. That is~ the number of business firms in which participations 

are sought is governed, in the first instance, by the VOlume of 

personal consumption expenditures for which incomes need to· be 
. ' 

justified. The second motive suggests limits, also, to the extent 

that costs or risks attaching to these participations are sub

stantial in relation'to the possible gains. The limits indicated 

by the third motive relate to such practical consideratiol:'lS as 

the number of outlets acutally required to estabish contacts with 

the potential clienteles for illicit services. 
. . 
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Reasons were offerer! earJJcr' In ::..:upport of the pruposlU on 

that the current resources and capauilities of organized crime 

associates fall short of those needed to enter many industries, 

especially where operations of substantial' scale and of consider

able technical complexity predominate. But it is clear as well 

that the potentialities for expansion are very great, merely by 

the duplication of holdings in the types of firms and industries 

already enterc..<J.. Table 1 showed the average number of participations 

by members of the NYSIIS pilot study group to average roughly two 

or, if the understatement is of the degree su~~ested earlier, per

haps three. The immediate question is whether holdings in this 

range approximately meet the current demands for pe~etration by 

crime associates or if these r~itudes are of little lasting 

significance, reflecting perhaps only a point along a curve of 

~apid expansion. 

Table 2, which shows the number of business participations 

by individuals in the NYSIIS pilot study group, serves as our 

point of departure for this discussion. As can be noted, the 

holdings are distribut&1 fairly evenly over the group, with over 

80 per cent of the subjects pa~ticipatjng in three or fewer firms. 

The wide distribution of holdings would be expected, given the 

mean of two (or even three), if it can be accepted that the first 

priority is the establishment of some source of business income 

to meet the minimal requirements of legitimate status in the 

economy and society. As most of the finns are of rela~i vely small 

size and lie in industries in which competition is intense, so 
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Table 2 

Number Of 'Participations in Business Firms Per 
Individual by Individuals in NYSIIS Pilot Study Group 

Number of Participations 
:eer Individual Number of Individuals 

None identified ------------------------ 39 

1 ------------------------------- 57 

2 ------------------------------- 41 I 

3 ------------------------------- 27 

4 -------------------------~----- 18 

5 ------------------------------- 7 

6 ------------------------------- 1 

7 ------------------------------- 4 
8 ------------------------------- 1 

9 ------------------------------- 1 

10 or more ----------------------- 4 

TOTAL ----------------- 200 
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trla~j rates of return tend to be of modest proportions, the possibility 

ari3es that the major share of these holdings serve this purpose. 

If so, it follows that penetration for profits in excess of 

minimal incomes for legitimacY,has been a rather restricted 

phenomenon, and that for Y'easons either of motivation or capability 

only a small proportion of those associated with cr1mina1 "families" 

engage in it. 'l'hat interpretation is supported by Table 2 which 

shows less than ten per cent of the pilot study group with five or 

more participations. We shall need to examine the character of 

these multiple holdings more intensively. First, how'ever, let us 

consider some of the possible reasons why such multiple holdin~s 

are comparatively rare, and why, more genera11y, penetration for 

profit in excess of minimal legitiwacy may be of qualified 

feasibility for those wel1 estab1ished in crime "family" structures. 

In considering various overall interpretations of the signi

ficance of criminal penetration of legitimate business, we intro

duced the possibility that penetration might be seen largely as 

ancillary to criminal enterprise. A related point, a corollary 

of the obvious fact that crime is the main business of criminals, 

is that the chief attentions of those associated with organized 

crline are necessarily occupied with their primary sotwces of gain. 

'l1fJ.e propositio,:1, in short, is that effective conduct of illicit 

enterprises may be sufficiently demanding of the ~~.:ecutive and 

managerial capacities of criminal associates as to impose sub

stantial limits upon the contrIbutions of time and ef.fort they 

may make to the pyramiding of ventures in legitimate business ent~r

prise. 
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The criminal activities attributed to the NYSIIS pilot study 

group are summarized in Table 3. About three-fourths of the 

individuals are engaged in some aspect o~ gambling and a third 

have been identified as active in loansharki.ng activities. In 

addition, involvement in labor oreanizations is attributed to 

about a f.ifth of the group, and this in n~ cases entails active 

paI'ticipation as union officials. About a quarter of' the p:tlot 

study group have substantial records of involvement in hijacking~ 
. 

robbery, and other theft. So then, as a l~le, the pilot study 

individuals are not speciali3ed to a particular criminal activity. 

Two-thirds have multiple involvements. 

v The general conclusion is that members of organized crime are 

busy men. These "rackets" do not run th~elves. Gambling, for 

example" is geared to daily activity and a multitude of individual 

transactions. In the 'humbers' or "policy" games, menials handle 

these transactions, but the network of runners and others engaged 

in the primary traffic must be supervised, and there are a host 

of other administrative activities which claim the time of those 

in whom the ult1mate control of these ventures . is vested~ not the 

least of which is maintaining the system of protection from law 

enforcement the essential ingredient of successful operation. In 

other forms of gambling, especially that centering on compa~itive 

sports" closer contacts with the clientele are demanded. And , 

close tCluch with the sports themselves inclusive of att~ndance 

at sports contests is typically required. . . 
Successful loansharks must prOmote their services, fre-

quenting gambling locales to make themselves inme(~iately available 
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Table 3 

criminal Activities Associated with Individua~s 
Included in NYSIIS Pilot Study Group 

Activity 
Number of Individuals 
~ed :in the Acti vi~. 

Gambling --------------------------.• ----- 154 

Loansharking ------------------------------- 68 

Labor racketeering ------------------------ 42 

Hijacking or other theft ------------------- 47 

Narcotics -----------~---------------------- 26 

Coercion, Extortion ------------------------ . 25 

Other -------------------------------------- 12 

Number of activities 
, 'per' Individual Number of Individuals 

1 --------------------------------- 77 
2 --------------, ---------.----- 78 

3 -------.---------------------- 39 

4 ---------.--------------------- 6 , 

200 
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when loans are needed', and conducting searches for others in n2ed 

of ready funds. In general this "marketing" activity requires the 

maintenance of an extensive network of personal relationships. 

And the loanshark must be accesD.i.llJ.c to his clientele in order' to 

service his loans. A typ:l.caJ. routine has the lounshark a.ppcarj rIg 

daily at a fiJwd place of business-a partlcular bar' Or' club, a 

given street corner--and spendir~ a substantial part of the day 

at this pla.ce. 

Effective control of labor organizations may be equally, 

demanding of time and attention. These positions of power can 

be maintained only by effective intj1l1idation of elements within 

the membership who resent criminal control and of others who 
, 

seek personal advancement within the organization. At the sam~ 

t':lme, there is the need to CarTY on normal bargaining relation

ships with employers, typically numerous in the industries in 

which racketeer-controlled unions are concentrated. Extraction 

of money gain from the membership or from the employers thus 

demands close personnal attention by criminal exploiters. 

The burden of the preceding comnents is that the adminis

tration of illicit enterprises may be so demanding as to create 

a'bottleneck" in the reaJm of enterpreneurial or ma.nag~rial 

capacity for the expansion of criminal control within legitimate 

business enterp~ise. Such a shortage would help to explain the 

small scale of operations evidently characteristic· of organized 

crime's bUsiness hold~s. 

To operate bUoinenses of l3ubi>tantj.al size r0quires not only 

heavy. executive commitments but aloo a well-d~veloped infrastructure 
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. of tr".lsted managerIal, profeoslonal, and technical personnel. This 

would be, a requirement for survival jn most :1ndustries even ~~here 
I 

perfectly l,eg:i.timate operation:> are conducted. But the value to 

associntcn of ore;:ud :(.p.d of lnv('t:trnulIt.. jn flrm:; wld ch lJ1lJ.ke extensive 

demands on ttJoir t:tme j u 11m! ted whof'O the antIcJ pated gains 

approxinlate normal busIness profits. A superior alterr.ative, 

it would seem, is Shlplc purchaf.le of securitIes and the passive 

receipt of nonnal yields. The motive for active participation in 

maj or businesses will be strong only where special gains can be 

obtained, for example, by the :1ntroduotion of strong arm methods 

at strategic points or by illegal manipulations through controlled 

labor organizations. But these methods are not fre~ of risk. If 

they are to be applied in conjunction with ownership interests in 

finns of substantial size; the need for trusted strata of manae;erial 

and technical personnel is underlined. In this case, the trust 

must rest not only in industrial or business competence but also 

in the willingness of the personnel to serve silently within 

entel~rises tainted by corruption or illegal methods. Even if 

such loyalties can be secured, criminal proprietors open themselves 

to other dangers. Their investments are imperiled since exposure 

of illegal methods is typically accompanied by loss of sales, as 

legitimate business ,and other customers draw away from the tainted 

firms. And conviction for i:legal business conduct is likely to 

be penalized with special sever'ity by law enforcement agencies 

and the courts conversant ,with the involvements of the'proprietors 

in illicit enterprises. lIn short, gain from illicit ente~rise, 

·i 
J 
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the principal sources of cr:1minal incane are imperiled. It 1s 

well known that organized cr:lme "families" have been reluctant to 

jeopardize their positions by 1nvolvement jn narcotics distribution, 

despite the great profits to be derived from this activity, precisely 

because of the exceptlonal dangers associated with convictions on 

narcotics charges. TJ.1e same principle, it would seem, ought to 

apply in connection with the risk entailed by over-extendfug 

illegal operations in the legit~te bU$1ness sphere • 
. 

This is .. not to imply that crime associates have no rational 

interest in seeking extra profits from unfair advantage through 

the many techniques outlined earlier. It implies only that a 

reasonable balance of risk and potential gains be Ejtruck and that 

the risks be ~imized by maintaining close personal supervision 

over penetrations of this type. This implies, in tum, both small 

scale of enterprise and a limit to the number of controlled firmn 

cOrTespond:Ing to the executive or administrative "span of control" 

which can be practicably exercised by individual associates of 

organized crime and those whan they can trust. 

These comments are generally consistent with the patterns of 

. ownership interests attributed to the handf."ul of individuals in 

the pilot study whose participations in bUsiness enterprise were 

the most numerous. Invariably, the multiple holdings consisted 

of relatively small firms whose daily operations couldpe en

trusted to a few cJ one confidante. For the most part, there was 

a considerable diversification of interents. A typical holding, 
• <,> 

one of E~ight firms, included interests in a hotel, two restaurants, 
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f.t catering service, a' gasoline service station, a garage, a liquor 

store, and a real estate firm. Another, of twelve firms, in-

cluded interests in labor consulting servicys, restaurants, a 

printir.J3 shop, two small manufacturing establishments and several 

real estate companies. The method of acquisition of these firms 

was not documented by the ava:l.1F.l.ble informatIon, but a reasonabJc 

conjecture is tlnL a number were sccured as ntareets of opportuntty" 

in connection with Joansharkine; and related activities. An 

interest in rcal estate canpanies is typically in evidence where 

the holdings of an individual crime associate are numerous. It 

m1.ght be noted in this cop.nection \'l'hat the major multj.ple holders 

tended to be those individuals who· rank relatively high in crime 

tlfwnily" structures. The inference is that these individuals have 

tended to be major reCipients of income from illicit enterprises 

and that the real estate firms serve the function of channeling 

substantial sums into safe jnvestment. 

Several of the individuals with the most numerous holdi.ngs 

have tended to concentrate their interests within particular in

dustries or lines of trade. Tne most concentrated holding,one of 

nine finns, included eight trucking and cart:lng concerns, with 

the companies involved mainly in waste disposal. Other concen

tl'ations appeared also :In trucking in the garment industry, con

struction and in restaurants and bars. In most cases, a 

connection with unions in these fields was identified. The 

iniBrence is that the multiple expansion of holdings within a 

particular industry has been carried on primarily where there is 
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a 'st~ng tooting in a criminal technique offer~ the possibility 

of sustained special advantages to the controlled firms. 

In this section we have stressed. certain internal limitations, 

der.ivlng both from Illotive and capabllity, on the drive for par

ticipations by leglt1mate business enterprise by ore;anized crime 

associates. Nothing which has been said, however, implies that 

a halt to the expansion of these business holdjngs is in prospect. 

We need to turn now to the consideration of a number of factors 

suggesting an acceleration of these participatiOns. 
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Factors conducive to further growth of penetration 

In discussing the various types of penetration, we have identified 

certain resistances deriving from the structure of lndustry and 

t!lade itself and other 11m1taU.ons deriving fran the motives and 

concerns of crime "family" associates. In each case, however, 

a field for further expansion of holdings was defined, on the 

assumption.that the resources ,and capabilities of organized crime 

would remain approximately at current levels. There are reasonc 

for supposing, however, that these capabilitieG wj,ll increase with 

t:!1ne. 

A primary impulse for expanGion lies in the accumulations of 

funds realized from illicit enterprise. If it is the case that 

net profits of the order of billions of dollars annually are ex

tracted from gambling and other illegal activities, the pressure 

to find 1ncam~ generating assets must be considered very powerful 

indeed. It is clear that heavy concentrations of these funds have 

been channeled into extensive holdings in real estate of a con-

ventional sort--office buildings, apartment houses, etc.--with 

the apparent intent to operate these holdings passively for the 

nonnal returns they yield. But the growing affluence of organized 

crime principals has enabled them to think aggressively in terms , 

of investment on a scale that was not feasible at an earlier time. 

Major recreation and entertainment complexes are a case in point. 

The most prominently publicized of these ventures have been those 

relating to gambling, conducted legally, in a number of Caribbean 
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locales. But investments of impressive size have been made in 

domestic resort areas where the opportUnities for illicit gain 

from gG~nbling are a special attractio~, and where legitjmate pro

fits from the secularly expanding recreation industry rnay be 

obtaL~ed as well. At the same time, the capability to extend 

opex'ations to fields previously beyond reach is being enhanced 

by other factors. 

First, the personal acumen and technical capacity of organized 

crime to compete with others in undertaking of substantial size 

and complexity is increasing. 'l'he first generation leaders, pre

donrlnantly men of little education highly, stigmatized by past 

criminal records,and otherwise handicapped by origip and early 

experience,are being followed by a second, generation without 

these handicaps and more adequately endowed with education and with 

maneuverability in the business world. But aside from those tied 

by blood or marriage to organized crime principals, growing 

profeSSional cadres (lawyers, accountants and others) have been 

recruited to facilitate entry and to administer and promote invest-

ments in new line~~finance and insurance ~~d on a more ambitious 

scale in construction, manufacturing, transportation, trade and 

services. 

Second, with growing participation in theso fields, the 

proliferation of business and social relationships yield organized 

crime principals and their intennediaries, entree in~o wider 

circles of acceptance and influence, and so establish further 

, contact with formerly remote phases of business and industrial 

activity. 

It 
______ ~ _____________ ii 
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Third, the mass:1.ve infusions of funds required to buy 

political support and protection for the operation of cl'iminal 

enterprise are llseful as well in support of operations in 

legitimate enterprise. An irrrnediate ecbncmic yield may be in 

the form of favored tre~tment in the letting of government con-

tracts, with the expectation that current success at the local 

level of govel~ment in securing contracts for waste disposal may 

be augumented by equal success in other fields and at higher 

levels of government. 

Fourth, e;row:!.nr; holdlne;s in increas:i.ngly diver::{ified in-

dustries and linos of· trade ponnit la~ger and morc extensive 

exploltation of .:.: legal operations. The larger the, size and 

number of busine~ses operated by organized crime, the greater are 

the outlets for hijacking operations, auto theft, pilferage, stolen 

securities, and so on. 

Fifth, entrenchment in a particular industry facilitates 

penetrat~on in collateral industries. Thus the spread of holdings 

in night clubs, restaurants, and bars provides support for 
. I criminal interests in coin-operated machines, linen supply, 

liquor supply, food supply and other services. This is already 

a famil:tar pattern. But the same processes apply to trucking 

and construction, with expansion to Jarger scale and more diversified 

operations indicated. 

To summarize, growing wealth and increas~ngly extensive 

holdings in' diverse fields give rise to cumulative effects ~ 

proving entrepreneurial capabilities and othe~~ise supporting 
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expansion of operational scale, and so offer a better chance to 

surmount the size and technology barriers which appear to have 

been the most resistant to the standard techrdques by which pen

etration has been effected. No partlcular rate of expansion can 

be inferred directly from these developments. It may be slow or 

rapid within particular industries or localities. Nor need the 

expansion, if rapid, depend upon such dramatic events as prodigious 

feats of innovation by evil geniuses at the service of crime. The . . 
improvement of methods contemplated here are those deriving from 

naturally evolving advantages associated with simple growth. A 

plausible prognosis, it· would seem, is that of further growth; 

barring major new efforts by government to halt it.· In relation 

to the latter certain comments based on the preceding analysis are 

in order. 

'r 
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Limiting penetration 

We have described penetration as a heterogeneous phenomenon, 

whose distinctive types are, in large pgrt, self-supporting and 

self-generative of growth, and which in many ways r8inforce each 

other. Each type relates to illicit enterprioe, either directly 

or through criminal "family" associates whose primary concerns 

are wi:th illicit ente~vr:l.,se. ti'aken altogetheI', a wide-ranging 

system with strong internal links is defined. 'lbe pr:irnary in

ference is that efforts to ~ombat penetration should be cafmen

surately broad in scope, while at the same time sufficiently 

articulated to deal directly with the separate facets of pen

etration. No single technique or strategy can be expected to 

defeat penetration. By the same token it is certainly premature 

to regard any current strategy--attritio~, harassment, exposure, 

etc.--as ineffectual. 

Our analysis suggests that a blow at organized crime in any 

pursuit, whether in criminal enterprise proper or in operations 

in legitimate enterprise, will damage it in any other. If the 

expansion of penetration is appropriately traced to factors of 

'scale and cumulativity" it may be the case that "the" ultimately 

effective strategy to cottnter it is simllar reliance upon the 

cumulative in~acts of many efforts, with the ultimate degree of 

effectiveness determined mainly, perhaps, simply by the quantity 

of resources allocated by SOCiety to these efforts. These comments 

notwithstanding, it is'us8ful to consider particular,strateeies 

whose impacts may be especially destructive to the lifelineD of 

penetration, 
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If a single primary t~lifeline" had to be designated, the most 

likely candidate is 11li01 t enterprise" in which the reigni!Jg crime C,?! 

"families" are rooted and in relation ~o which the family structures., 

themselves, were originally designed. Elimination of gambli!Jg, 

loansharking and other illicit industries would not entirely eljm-

inate criminal participation in lee;it:lmate business, since many 

exploitationo are achieved dit'ocLJy by strong arm and related 

methods. ~ut it would eliminate the heavy flow of profits seeking 

outlet in the private sector, remove the rationale for many 

establishments currently servicing gambline, 10ansharkil18, etc., 

and reduce the unfair advantage enj oyed in. many cases through 

cor.rupted public officials and law enforcement officers whose 

purchased support of crime spins off by-product benefits within 

the sphere of legitimate business enterprise. 

It has been said often that the hope of eliminating illicit 

services is meagre so long as large elements within the general 

public demand those services.- It has been reiterated often, as 

well, that the arrest and conviction of those engaged in illicit 

enterprises, serves mainly as a governmentally sponsored "retire

ment" policy, and that the places of those convicted are forthwith 

filled by others, with the basic machinery of crime remaining 

unimpaired. But the other side of the com is the possibility 

of substantially increasing the costs of these operations. 

"Attrition" of criminal personnel has tended to operate in dis

parate spurts. Maintain:I,ng the pressure on illicit enterprises 

can substantially reduce current l~vels of profitability and so 
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reduce funds available for buslncss investment. At the same t:lme, 

the harassmerlt of principals and associates of organized crime , . 

may serve the function of reducing their effectiveness as entre

preneurs and managers within the sphere of legitimate business. 

Participants in illicit enterprise are generally well identified. 

Exposure of thejr associations with gambl~, etc.) is not an 

effective deterrent. But exposure of their ties with legitimate 

business enterprise can be extremely dam88ing, because success in . 
these involvements may dopend crucially on tlle patronage or other 

business deaUn[';s of ind:lviduals who are unsuspecting of the 

criminal ownership interests and who would wlthdraw from these 

contacts if they had this information. Unlike the clients of 

illicit enterprises who welcome and sUPP9rt these activities, the 

business community and consumers at large are antipathetic to the 

presence of crime associates, and are inclined to draw away from 

th6n. Effective exposure of criminal ownership interests can 

achieve a second major blow by depriving controlled firms of key 

managerial and techn1 cal personnel. It is clear, of course, that 

many lawyers, accountants and other professionals are content to 

serve organized crime. But the effective expansion of crirndnal 

associates into businesses of substantial size requires the large

scale recruitment of managerial and technical personnel of high 

calibre. With substantial careers at stake, such individuals are 

generally disinclined to take the stain of identification with 

cr:lrne "family" interests. The evidence is clear that such 

identifications are disastrous for elected public officials and 
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for public administrators. In sum, concealment of cr:iminal owner-

ship interests and secrecy of operations can be vital to the 

success of existing penetrations and to further erowth. Exposure 

is their nemesis. The strategy iu curr'ently in operation, but 

should be pressed more vj.gorously. 

Public meetings to alert bus:i.nessmen to the dangers of inroads 

by Jrganized crime have been conducted in many corrmunities. 

Illustrations of specific exploitat:i,ons are presented., and check

lists of danger signals to detect the presence of criminal in

filtra.tion are distributed. Carrying these messa.ges to the 

bUsiness world is an indispensable part of the efforts to counter 

penetration. But is has been the cammon experience. of law enforce

ment officers that little initiative is displayed by the business 

community in reporting evidence of criminal activities in their 

respective industries. As one observer has commented 

Why have members of the business corrm~ty so 
often failed to respond to evidence of inroads 
into their companies by organized crime? Is 
the failure due to naivete or inability to read 
the telltale signs? If so, why have the widely 
c:f.:c>culated warnings made by law enforcement 
agenq"! (:t'.: and other experts somehow' failed to 
get ~V:\.\i)S to businessmen? Or is the failure 
due t(~: tt\e fear of physical or economic re
prisal~or perhaps to the strain of larceny 
which is said to 11;l!'k in most humans? If so, 
do many businessmen really believe that they. 
can profit fram involvement with organized 
crime without eventually becoming its victims? 

The initial question is fo110weu by a number of answers which 

undoubtedly account for a good deal of the observ'ect:r:eticence. 

Part of the failure may well lie in the inadequacy of the 
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goverlment 's "outreach" effort s . A more posi ti ve prcgram of 

cooperation between government law c~forccmcnt agencies and the 

business community would seem to be mandatory. There is :;. need 

for special instruments geared to the principal contour lines of 

the private economy--i.e., those defined by distinct industries. 

An effective vehicle for this approa~h might well be adapted 

from the "strike force" concept, now employed in a number of 

localities, primarily in attacks upon gambling and other illicit 

enterprises. The keynotes of this technique arc expanded in

vestigatory efforts, the pooling of infonnation, and above all 

sustained operations on the local scene by the personnel involved. 

The principal objective of existing strike forces is to secure 

evidence adequate for convictiorl, a difficult taDk in purely 

crinrlnal matters. But tlindustry" strike forces, designed to 

counter existing penetrations of legitimate business and to in

hibit its expansion, may succei3d with more modest accomplishments. 

The primary task ~s the collection of information for the exposure 

of crinrlnal "presence." It is preCisely in this rl9alrn that the 

gulf between information normally available to busjness and that 

normally accessible to law enforcement agenCies has: been the most 

apparent. The business comnunity possesses :intimate knowledge 

of industrial and commercial operations but is lacking in ability 

to identifY the associates and functionaries of organized crime. 

Law enforcement\~ffi'cials, on the other hand, have volum.inQus 

information iden~'i1fying these individuals but have not normally 

carried on sustained and detailed investigations of their 

" '. 
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activities within the sphClrc of 1(~g.litmatr:: bu:.rlnr':;n, OXc!cpt..!n 

isolated instanc0s of overt wl'ong-dolng au, for exarnplu, in the 

individual cases of bankruptcy fraud" But the destruction of 

firms by this technique represents only a marginal aspect of the 

perl.etration phenomenon, More significant is the networll; of 

controlled companies which provide a continuing base for crnninal 

participation in the private economy and constitute the point of 

departure for further expansion. 

The structure of industry strike fo.rces may take many forms. 

But their essenCe should involve sufficiE.mt permanency and e).'lough 

active participation by government to encoura,c;e individual 

businessmen in the belief that ~heir cooperation is worthwhile 
, 

and they will receive adequate protection .from an agency that :!.s 

devoted to the purification of their respec\tive industries of 

cr:1minal infiltration. At the same time, the existence of such 

bodies, actively engaged in processing intelligence from both 

goverrm~nt and bUsiness sources, should serve as a deterrent to 

che entr,y of crime associates and to the collaboration with these 

individuals by those whose primary base is in legitimate business 

activity. 

The socially dest!'l.1ctive consequences of business penetratlon 

by organized crime has been generally recognize~~. But it is clear 

from the present study that the :Jnvestigator,y ef',f'orts of agencies 

participating :In the present pilot study have fallen far short of 

those which ought to be mounted. The approach to penetration 

s~ould be so designed as to deter, inhibit, and pJj~event the 

ii" 
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expansion of criminal influence. From the sta:ndpoint of intel~j.gence, 

what is needed is a comprehensive picture of the penetration 

phenomenon in all its aspects. This ent'ails a systematic mapping 

not only of speciflc holdings, by company and :industry-a primitive 
. 

account of which was prescnted above-but also an equally systcmatic 

analysis of the industrial, commercial, and finarlcial operations 

of the controlled firms, in relation to the distinct modes of pen-

etration. At the same time, there js need for a complementary 

mappjng of business partiCipations, by individual associates of 

organized crime, and a parallel analysis of the interrelationshipn 

between the respective holdings of these individuals and their 

primary illici.t concerns. Identification of ownership interests 

is often, of course, extremely difficult. The use of nominees 

can seriously obscure the lL~ between crime associates and con-

trolled businesses. But these difficulties are not insurmountable. 

Apparently lltnOCuous nominees can be linked to their underworld 

associates by sufficiently dili~ent investigation. It would seem 

that it; is not the intrinsic difficulty of collecting vital infor-

mation about the extent and character of business penetrations that 

has been the effective bottleneck but, rather, the lack of manpower 

and other resources required for adequate collection of thj.s 

~1telligence, its pooling, and its analysis for use in mounting 

counter measures. 
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Conclur.,:ions 

A general tmpression which emerges from the present study 

is that the penetration of legittmate business by organized cr:lme . 

is a "manageable" phenomenon. To put the proposition :tn this 

form is, in part, a reaction to the terror and feeline;s of help-

lessness which are invited by assertions that the dom1.nant band 

of organized crime jrs everywhere, that criminal associates "have 

invested in every c~nceivalJlekind of legitlmate bUflinecs,,,12 

that "organized crimEl will put a. man in the Wh:i.te HouGe som0 

day,,,l3 that we are witnesses to the "theft of the nation," and 

that "the real dant7,;er is that the trend will continue to the 

point where syndicate rulers gain such a degree of control that 

they drive supporters of free enterprise' and democracy out of 

'bUsiness' and then force us to pay tribute.in the forms of 

traditional freedoms.,,14 Such views have driven Professor Cressey 

to suggest the possibility of a ~argain with organized crime: 15 

It is highly unlikely, but not inconceivable, 
that Cosa Nostra would agree to give up its 
political involvements and its illee;al 
operation of legitimate buninenoeo, which In 
combination threaten to undenn-Lne the whole 
nation, if it could be aasurcu that :it will 
be permitted to keep the profltn, after 
payment of taxes, on bet-taking. 

We are ~oncerned less with the morality and the feasibility of 

such a scheme--it is questionable on both counts--than we are 

with the underlying appraisal of the potency of organized 

crtme in the national economy. 

J 
if: 
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'I'here is no evidence that organized crime hns significant 

influence in "every conceivable industry." Our findings, to the 

contrary, indicate a su.bstantial presence in a relatively re-

stricted number' of jndw3td.eLl and l:lncs of trade, and our 

important l:i..rrl.1 tutJ un: " dC.l'lv.trl[!; from Ul() strudur'(; of bu~;1.n(!~j:; 

enterprise itucJ f anel from the motlvuD anel capab1liticG of 
, 

organized crime. It is true that in'certain localities there 

has been impressive'infiltration of trle political structure, and 

that these accomplishments by crime associates have produced 

control over a number of local industries. These stand as models 

of extreme penetration which are capable of duplication elsewhere. 

But there is little to suge;est that the .proceGs of expanslon i.s 

jrreRj,stlblc; indf;ed there are goocl ground::; for bel:leving 

that it can be halted and substantially reversed.. The corrnnent 

that penetratlon is "rna.nageal..Jle" was intended to convey the idea 

that these invasions are highly susceptible to social control. 

This view is premised on the following points: 

1. As noted in the preceding section, the sphere of 

legitimate bUsiness is essentially hostile to criminal 

associates: Unlike the individual consumers of illicit 

services who welcome the presence of crlminal purveyors, 

the bur,1ne::iGcanmunUy J:; basically avur::::;e to thi::: 

presence and, wj th rmfflelcnt encourae(]rnent and support, 

is naturally inclined to cooperate with governmental 

efforts to defeat it. 
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2. For this and other reasons noted earlier, the counter 

strategy of exposure is inherently powerful. Con

ducted effectively, it nkLy be dcvast~ting to criminal 

efforts to oxpand thelr busIness holdirlGs~ even 

wl;lerc illegitjmat.e operaU.on of thene bULlincmncs Is . ' 

f'lot of great conucquonce. 

3. lJ.'he penetrations which cnD be most perfectly con-

cealed are those which arc conducted with propriety. 

We have included in our definition of penetration 

passive wealth-holding for the purpose of securing 

safe normal yields. The nmgnitudes may be enormous; 

but the dontructive :imPo.cts of thEme holdings arc 

l:imited. When transfer.t'cd to modez of penetration 

wh:tch are socially destructive, the visHlility of 

these holding; is increased) and their vulnerability 

to counter-measures by government is comn~nsurately 

increased. 

4. The methods by which organized crime exploits private 

industry, either by predations upon individual 

businesses or by securine unfair. advant~e over 

canpctitan;,are bnulca]]y o.1mpJe (trld arc, in large 

part, hIghly vir,Jble. No upacc-ac;e prc:jt;ld;lg1tatioh 

j.s~,nvolv(xl. Str~ne; arm method!:>, dorninntion of 

unions, etc. arc fairly crude techniques and are, 
,) 

in prirlciple, subject to effective limitation by 
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the sufficient application of social resources to 

law enforcement. Criminal control of strategically 

placed government officials is more subtly accom

plished. But making effective use of this influence 

in the sphor'c of let~l timaLo bUfjino[:;s require.:> overt 

actJons wht(~h d:lmldvanLCJ~n JegltJrnato bur;inear; com

petitors. It is markcdJy d.lffcI'ont from indudng 

the stns of omtssion which give proteci;jon to 

gamblJ.n~ and other illicit onterprises. The 

opportuniti.es for exposure are thus greater. 

5. Tho controlled firms, disclof:3od to date, tend to be 

relatively small and tend to be restricted to pur

suitG involving simple production and marketing 

techniques. This pattern reflects the preGence of 

a number of limitine; factors: (a) the limi.ted 

technical and commercial capabilities of criw~nal 

entr,epreneurs, (b) the limited effectiveness of 

their exploititive techniques, (c) the need to 

maintain close control over illegal operations of 

these ~inns and, related to this, (d) the ne~d to 

avoid defection within extensive inanagerial super

structures required in large firms and to avoid in

filtration into them by government agents. 

It has to b~ adm:i.ttcd that our generalizatlonfl about pen

etration have been based on infot'll1c'1tjon which is grossly 
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incomplete. The files of police depurtn(mt.s and other ] aw cn-

forcementagencies which fed the NYSIIS pilot study provide, in 

most instances, only the barest scr~ps of information about the 

financial holdings of criminal associates and about the activities 

of the firms with which these individuals are identified. 

Effective measures to counter criminal influence in the sphere 

of legitimate business should begin with a major effor·t; to 

improve the flow of this intcl]jgcnce. Ar1 SchclUng haG noted: 16 

Evidence of the lack of' Pr'of.Qs~lj,onal attentJon to 
the economy of the underworld j G the almence of 
reliable data even on the mae;nltudeo involved, of 
techrdques for estimatinB thcm--oven of a con
ceptual scheme for distinguishing profits, income, 
turnover, transfers, waste) de~truction, and the 
distribution of gains and losses due to crime. 

These comments were directed primarily to the economics of gambling 

and other illicit enterprises, but they apply with equal force to 

the sphere of legitimate business. The most fundamental data are 

lacking concerning even the number of holdings and the industrial 

location of controlled finns. There is a general dispoGition to 

believe tha.t the bU81ness pcnetratjons arc increa.sing, but there 

is no confirmation of this fact from police fileD. 
, 

Reference was made earlier to the need for a systematic 

mapping of criminal penetration, to compile information of the . . 

sort just mentioned, and also to secure a firmer comprehension 

of the operations of controlled firms. It is perhaps too much 

to hope for a reasonably complete census of these holdings and 

. o~rations, but something of this nature-certainly something 
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more adequate than currently exists~~ight be approached by 

intensive investigation of a sampl~ group of crime associates, 

selected from varioulJ ntruta wjUrtn eutab]jJJhcd "fmn-J]y" r-ltr·uctur·(.':~. 

In the same way, int€:lnnivl! flcJd invc\rlt:leatlon of :Jwnf)le in

dustries in which substantial holdIngs have been idcntH'ied, might 

cast more light on the functions which these interests perform 

for crime associates, and on the strategic limitations and po

tentialities for expansion to which attention was directed above. 

Organized crime obviously has substantial footholds within the 

legitimate business sphere but the firmness of those footings is 

inadequately canprehended. Tbe time has come for intrusive 

anatomical study of the pcnetratjon phenomenon. 
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